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Abbas said with a solemn expression: “Uncle is the great benefactor of my Wanjia. I will naturally do
everything possible to rescue him safely. At the same time, I will also find out who is behind the scenes
and help Uncle banks solve all the troubles!”

Having said that, Abbassaid again: “Today, after my parents buried Wanling Mountain, I will go to the
Middle East first to solve the problem there, but I will leave Salmaan and let him take someone to
Aurous Hill to investigate first. After I have settled the Middle East issues, I will come back
immediately and find Uncle by myself!”

Lord Banks finally let go and said happily, “Oh, that’s really great!”

As he spoke, he had already put on the filial piety suit.

At this time, abbas’s funeral team had assembled.

Holding the brazier for burning paper for his parents, he came to the forefront of the team, staring at
the direction of Lingshan wade and was silent for a long time.

Salmaan stepped forward and whispered in his ear: “Hall Master, good time is here!”

“Okay!” Abbasroared and said loudly: “All the soldiers of the Wanlong Palace are in charge!”

More than a hundred people immediately shouted in unison: “Please order from the Lord!”

Abbasshouted: “Today, you follow me to avenge my parents. Gods block and kill gods and Buddhas
block and kill Buddhas!”

The crowd also shouted in unison: “God blocks and kills gods, Buddha blocks and kills Buddha!”

Abbasimmediately said loudly: “Everyone has it, let’s go!!!”

After that, he slammed the brazier in his hand to the ground with a bang, and black and gray splashed
everywhere.

Immediately afterwards, eight five-star generals in the Wanlong Palace, who were dressed in linen and
filial piety, lifted two coffins.

And the more than one hundred masters of the Wanlong Palace, amidst the beating of the Suona class,
with a solemn expression, stepped neatly toward Yeling Mountain!

…

At this moment, Yeling Mountain.

The Wade Family stared at the hands on their respective watches.



The time left for them is already less than an hour.

Corran became more anxious, his eyes always secretly looking at the pile of supplies not far away for
the ancestor worship ceremony.

Last night, he let his son sneak out and buy the filial piety and hid it in it. If the situation is not right
later, he will quickly go over and put it on.

At this moment, bruce’s old ministry at the foot of Yeling Mountain sent another message, saying:
“The Banks Family’s wife and eldest lady are here, asking to go to the mountain to see the young
master!”

The Wade Family couldn’t help being a little surprised.

They couldn’t understand why Deana and Zara banks came back here.

Charlie didn’t expect that the mother and daughter would also come, so he said: “Let them come up.”

Yamashita received the order and immediately let it go.

Soon, Zara banks drove his mother all the way up the mountain.

After the car stopped steadily, she immediately got out of the car, came to Charlie, and said
respectfully, “charkie!”

Charlie asked in surprise: “Why are you here?”

Zara banks hurriedly said: “I heard that you are in trouble, so my mom and I rushed over to help.”

Deana also walked up to Charlie at this time and said respectfully: “MR. Wade, I had some
intersections with Manar and Abbas back then. Later, when he comes, I should be able to say a few
words. I hope it can be of some help to you.”

Deana’s remarks greatly relieved many Wade Family members.

Because they all knew that Manar Achievement only got up little by little with the help of Zayne.

Therefore, the Wanjiao has always respected Zayne.

Deana and Zayne haven’t formally divorced yet, and she is still the eldest wife of the Banks Family.

When Abbas came up, if Deana came out to intercede, he would definitely give Deana some face.

Lord Wade couldn’t help sighing at this moment: “Deana! You have worked so hard to make a special
trip for the Wade Family!”

Deana said seriously: “Uncle wade, both Zara and I were saved by MR. Wade. Naturally, we must do our
best to help at this time.”

The other Wade Family members were a little puzzled, but they didn’t expect Charlie to have rescued
Deana and Zara banks.

But think about it, Deana and Zara banks had an accident some time ago in Aurous Hill.



And Charlie has been developing in Aurous Hill, which can be regarded as the land of Aurous Hill.

Therefore, it is reasonable to save the mother and daughter in Aurous Hill.

Just as the Wade Family members were relieved, Charlie shook his head helplessly, and said to Deana:
“Aunt , I understand your kindness, but after Abbas comes, I don’t need you to help me. Please, as long
as you don’t intercede for him, I am very grateful!”
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